1. **FORMS**

   what appeals to you and why?

   **Circular**

   **Geometric**

   **Axial**

   **Organic**
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PROGRAMMING
what appeals to you and why?

Passive

Active
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3 SYMBOLS//ICONS

what appeals to you and why?
explicit vs implicit

Japanese-American Exclusion Memorial
EXPLICIT

IAAM
EXPLICIT

Yanaguana Garden
EXPLICIT

Dawson Park
EXPLICIT

IAAM
IMPLICIT

Yanaguana Garden
IMPLICIT

Southern Ute Cultural Center and Museum
IMPLICIT
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6. MIG
SIGNAGE
what appeals to you and why?

Classic

Symbolic

Informative

Artful
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5. Modern Design Ideas
6. Urban75
7. Stillwater Architecture
8. Bayer Landscape Architecture
9. Encompass Sign
10. ASI Sign
MATERIALS//EDGES

what appeals to you and why?

- Hardscapes woven into plant bed
- Natural materials surround hardscape, naturalistic planting
- Angular plant beds with rigid planting
- Wooden thresholds on active materials
- Colored pavers and organically shaped planters
- Simple materials with organic shapes
- Simple plant beds and materials outline different forms
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